Review of
Longview Ranch Airport OG39
Created by ORBX Systems

Longview Ranch Airport is a small private airport located a few miles south of Kimberly in
Wheeler County, Oregon, USA. The airport has no ICAO or IATA code but the FAA identifier is
OG39. The elevation is 2,080 ft AMSL and there are no air traffic control tower and no fuel
available. The radio frequency is 115,6 MHz.
The airport is owned by LVR Capital and features two runways 15/33 and 15W/33W. The runway
15/33 is an asphalt runway with the dimensions 5,335 ft by 75 ft and the 15W/33W runway is a
water runway with the dimensions 3,200 ft by 120 ft which is used for water aircrafts during
summer season.

Specs:










Name Longview Ranch
Airport type Private
Operator LVR Capital
Location Wheeler County, Oregon, USA
ICAO/IATA None
FAA OG39
Elevation 2,080 ft AMSL
Radio 115,6 MHz
Runway 2x
o 15/33 Asphalt 5,335 ft by 75 ft
o 15W/33W Water 3,200 ft by 120 ft

I received this add-on scenery directly from ORBX Systems and the download went without any
problems. The connection to the download server is good, so even though this was a rather huge
zip file, the download did not take that much time.
After downloading the scenery file I searched the ORBX forums for possible updates or patches
that could be needed during the installation of the scenery. I did not find any patches or updates so
I now prepared to install the scenery.
The installation went with ease. I simply just activated the installation wizard and that did the rest
for me. The installation did not take more than a few minutes and everything went successfully.

When installing this scenery I discovered that I actually had received two versions. I could choose
to install either the FSX or the P3D version and this I think is a very nice extra opportunity that is
provided by ORBX. I actually had two versions for the price of just one version, now that is service!
After the installation had completed I opened up my FSX folders to verify if everything was
installed as I expected it to be, and of course it was.
I quickly discovered that I now had some new icons on my desktop – one was a 22 pages user guide
and the other was the control panel. I started by skimming the user guide and here I discovered
that this scenery actually contained more than just the OG39 Longview Ranch but also the 49OR
Lands Inn Strip which is a free bonus scenery within this scenery package – Super.

After skimming the user guide I opened up the control panel to customize the settings of the
scenery to fit my expectations and my computers performance. In the control panel the simmer has
the possibility to apply certain additional features as the CreatureFlow, the PeopleFlow and several
extra effects that will add life and realism to the scenery.
These settings are customized and linked to the location of either the OG39 Longview Ranch or the
49OR Lands Inn Strip which is shown in the control panel.

I applied everything to get the most complex and deepest environmental experience out of this
scenery and the negative impact that it had on my computers performance was none what so ever.

When the settings was verified and applied I was now ready to enter this new scenery. I opened up
my FSX and setup a helicopter flight from OG39 to gain the complete overview of this scenery. I
have previously seen several sceneries from ORBX and my expectations were high.
When I entered the scenery I was immediately captured by the high level of details that ORBX is
now famous for including in their sceneries. The OG39 Longview Ranch is no complex scenery and
actually only contains one building, but the building was made to perfection and covered with
details and high quality textures.
Together with this building there were also static airport materials, vehicles and static aircrafts
which improved the realism of this scenery greatly. Also the runway was made very realistic with
very realistic asphalt textures, a really good runway roughness around the edges and the water
runway included a tied up seaplane and a small boat. At the building there were also an animated
man and a dog.

When looking around this scenery I could also see a lot of vegetation which I easily could see was
not standard FSX but very nicely created by ORBX. This combined with nature sounds and the
very scenic location gave me a really good experience of actually being at this location.
After spending quite some time enjoying this very well made scenery I decided to check out the
49OR Lands Inn Strip, so I setup a flight in the old default Piper and sat the course towards the free
bonus airstrip.
The 49OR Lands Inn Strip is close to the OG39 Longview Ranch so the flight was just a short
flight, but after arrival to 49OR I toured the airstrip to get the overview of this area also. The same
quality that I saw at the OG39 is also to be found here at the 49OR. Again the 49OR is not a very

complex airstrip but what is made, is made to perfection with lots and lots of details and the
textures used are of course of a high level of quality.
After touring the airstrip I went into a landing pattern but on final I had to make a “go-Around”
because suddenly I had creatures walking on the landing strip. This really surprised me positively
and it was indeed a very good detail in regards to the CreatureFlow. I made a new landing circle
and now touched down without any interference from any animals.

When I came close to the hangar at 49OR I could easily see that the hangar was created with an
eye for the details as I also did expect. The hangar and the few surrounding buildings were all
perfectly modeled down to even very small details and the colors used on the surfaces of the hangar
sides are indeed very well made. I like the fact that the hangar is painted as to be old and used and

you can see corrosion, dents and other seasonal damages on some of the metal plates that are
covering the sides of the hangar.
Even though these two sceneries are not very complex sceneries, ORBX has created them perfectly
and turned the sceneries into very realistic sceneries with a very realistic atmosphere. They are
both covered with high quality textures and include various static materials, vehicles and aircrafts
together with the Creature and the PoepleFlow technology from ORBX which adds a lot of realism
to the sceneries.
I checked both sceneries against Google-Earth but the images that I got there were not that good,
however as far as I could see, all buildings at 49OR and the one building at OG39 was placed in
accordance with the real buildings.
I also do like the feature that the water strip ices up during the winter season so the simmer now is
able to use ski’s instead of floats. I tested this feature with the default FSX Winter Wonderland
and the default Maule with Ski’s and it works perfectly – this was a very good detail and I like the
scenery covered with snow, which is very beautiful made with the use of what ORBX has named as
Snow Flow.
I rate this/these sceneries with 4/5-stars and thank ORBX for contributing to the flightsim
community with this excellent scenery package.
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